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How does Cyber Arena work?
With Cyber Arena, you can:
 Meaningfully assess tools:

In technical depth
In use-case context

 Simplify & accelerate your cyber solution selection process

 Obtain crisp conclusions against well-defined KPIs

 Collaborate with peer clients on challenges, use cases and analysis (if desired)

How?
KPMG guides you  through a series of data-driven steps that can be purchased standalone or as a 
package. The process begins with a discovery phase, during which your needs are understood, 
followed by an evaluation process that compares and contrasts the solutions against your criteria. 
Next, a shortlist of solutions is refined to determine their performance and best fit with your  needs. 
Finally, a summary session is held to go over and understand the findings, and help you make an 
informed decision.

KPMG orchestrates the entire  process, gathers requirements, facilitates tech testing and review 
sessions, leveraging:
• Ready-to-go or custom-designed test topologies
• Data sets that are realistic and meaningful (Import, create, extrapolate, synthesize)
• Auto tracking of KPI data from solutions being tested) – into insightful comparable reports

Trusted advisors to client  tool selection journey

Client looks for new cyber service/ product

Scouting

Short listing

Demo Day

POC

Client select service/ product
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KPMG Cyber Arena Cloud Platform: Example 
Cyber 
Arena

Evaluation Platform

Derived 
Synthetic 
Data Set

Client 

Original 
Data Set

Asset 1 Asset 2 Asset 3Simulated 
topology

Data Set 
Imported  / 
created data set

Compared 
cyber tools

(1) KPMG gathers 
requirements from client

(2) KPMG designs test 
topology and test plan

(3) KPMG prepares ‘safe 
to use’, meaningful data 

(4) KPMG configures 
tested tools

(5) KPMG sets KPI’s, 
based on client needs

(6) KPMG runs test of tools 
against KPIs, using 
simulated topology, data

(7) KPMG 
prepares summary 
report

Design          Data APIs       Data Sets      Tested Tools    KPIs Catalog     Reports

Virtual Setup 4:  
(Comparative POC as a Service)

Cloud 
Platform
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Example 1: Securing the cloud journey

Business
Context 

Why use 
Cyber 
Arena?

Selecting the 
appropriate 
Cyber Arena 
services

• You are adopting a cloud-first strategy to transform your IT.
• You have asked KPMG to help with your cloud security strategy and implementation. This includes strategy creation, policy 

definition, program establishment, technology selection, and guidance throughout the technology’s implementation.

• When it comes to the strategy and architecture involved in securing an IaaS-centric cloud transformation, two security tools 
categories are deemed necessary:

• Cloud security Posture Management (CSPM), to proactively monitor, detect, and manage misconfigurations and 
policy/compliance violations.

• Cloud workload protection (CWPP), to protect hosts, VMs, containers, and applications against threats such as malware, 
hacking, and ransomware.

• Since these categories are not only new to you, but also to the general market, you need assistance in selecting tools that 
actually work and deliver the intended outcome.

• Since the required tools are in relatively new market categories, Cyber Arena services start with Scouting (market research) to 
identify potentially suitable vendors – leveraging publicly available information, as well as vendor overview and demo calls. It 
turns out that there out quite a few options… so rather than overwhelming your, KPMG first conducts basic testing to Shortlist 
the vendors based on key capabilities. Then, KPMG works with you to understand your cloud platforms, use cases and 
architecture, and design a Comparative POC that closely mimics them, based on a tailored set of requirements and your 
specific needs. 

Business Case Secure Transformation Security 
Categories

Cloud Security Posture Management,
Cloud Workload Protection

Cyber Arena 
Services

Scouting, Shortlisting, 
Comparative POC
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Example 1: Securing the cloud journey cont’d

Simulated Cloud Environment

AWS

Azure

GCP

CSPM Tool #1

CSPM Tool #2

CSPM Tool #5

CSPM Tool #3

CSPM Tool #4

CSPMs compared in 
detecting 
misconfigured, exposed 
clouds

CWPP Tool #1

CWPP Tool #2

CWPP Tool #3

CWPP Tool #4

CWPPs compared in 
detecting attacks, 
malware in clouds

Test 1: 
misconfigurations

Test 2:
attacks

Testing the 
candidate 
tools using 
Cyber Arena 
services

• Upon completing discovery and requirements gathering sessions, KPMG designs the testing environment, which includes multiple clouds 
(leading IaaS providers: AWS, Azure, GCP) with virtual networks representing the hosts, workloads, and services you plan to use.

• In the first test, CSPM tools are compared by intentionally misconfiguring the different clouds and letting each CSPM scan them to 
determine their detection rate, usability and clarity, how actionable the reports are, and how well they integrate with your ITSM and 
workflow tools.  

• In the second test, active threats are safely simulated using synthetic data sets, with automated and manual attacker steps. This time, 
the purpose is to assess the detection and blocking of CWPP tools; the comprehensiveness and consistency of their cloud coverage and 
the robustness of their threat migration. While KPMG does most of the heavy lifting, Cyber Arena services are delivered with 
transparency – you review requirements, criteria, tools, test plans, performance, and conclusions throughout the process– so you can 
make informed decisions.

Business Case Secure Transformation Security 
Categories

Cloud Security Posture Management,
Cloud Workload Protection

Cyber Arena 
Services

Scouting, Shortlisting, 
Comparative POC
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Example 2: Cost & tool set optimization

Business
Context 

Why use 
Cyber 
Arena?

Selecting the 
appropriate 
Cyber Arena 
services

• Over time, you have acquired a large collection of point tools that are not all necessarily needed, leading to high costs and
operational complexity. You have engaged KPMG to identify and evaluate options to consolidate your tool set.

• The strategy and analysis part of the work focuses on creating an inventory of all security tools, possible overlaps based on
their functionality and categories, operational simplifications, given the teams that operate each tool, and potential financial
gains, given subscription and licensing periods and terms.   

• Cyber Arena can help validate the hypothesis from a security capabilities perspective. Namely, by comparing the security 
performance (detection and prevention) of the existing tool set with the consolidated alternative.

• In this example, the existing tool set and the incumbent vendors are known – compromising of EPP from vendor A, DLP from 
vendor A (separate product and agent), and EDR from vendor B.

• After a brief market analysis, KPMG team identifies only two challengers – Vendors C and D who offer all 3 capabilities (EPP, 
DLP, EDR) in one truly integrated product platform.

• This is where Cyber Arena comes in, adding value in the form of technical depth by running a Comparative POC between 
current combination of tools with the two consolidated alternatives.

Business Case Cost Optimization, Security Tools  
Portfolio Rationalization  

Security 
Categories

Endpoint Protection, Endpoint Detection    
and Response, Data Leakage Prevention

Cyber Arena 
Services Comparative POC
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Example 2: Cost & tool set optimization cont’d

Comparing 
the tool sets 
using Cyber 
Arena 
services

• Given the existing tool set (from Vendors A, B) and challengers Vendors C and Vendor D, and specifically given the categories
they cover, the following information is established: target environment and topology, legitimate use scenarios, threat use cases, 
functional and technical requirements, and expected performance thresholds. Attention is algo given to operational and 
management aspects.

• A simulated lab is set up to mimic the client’s network, including nuances and complexities that might impact the performance of 
such tools: topology, host images, and operating systems, data repositories.

• Simulated data sets and attacker steps are part of the test plan.
• The testing starts with comparing performance of each distinct ‘category’ in the existing combination (EPP, DLP, EDR)  to the 

respective module/capability in the alternative vendors/
• The testing then focuses on the technical ‘integration’ benefits: single agent, endpoint performance impact, speed of deployment, 

ease of management for IT admins, ease of threat monitoring

Business Case Cost Optimization, Security Tools  
Portfolio Rationalization  

Security 
Categories

Endpoint Protection, Endpoint Detection    
and Response, Data Leakage Prevention

Cyber Arena 
Services Comparative POC

Existing Tools

Vendor A  - EPP

Vendor B - EDR

Vendor C - EPP

Vendor A  - DLP Vendor C - DLP

Vendor C - EDR

Vendor C 
(alternative)

Vendor D - EPP

Vendor D - DLP

Vendor D - EDR

Vendor D 
(alternative)

EPP-focused test

DLP-focused test

EDR-focused test

Technical and operational tests – of the tool set together
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Example 3: SaaS security across tools

Business
Context 

Why use 
Cyber 
Arena?

Selecting the 
appropriate 
Cyber Arena 
services

• You have started adopting SaaS tools, with plans to add more later.
• You recognize the need for visibility and the enforcement of security and compliance, consistently across these services.
• At the same time, you are concerned with non-sanctioned SaaS (aka Shadow IT) use by end users, without your security controls.

• Upon consulting your KPMG Cyber Contact, as well as peers in your network, Cloud Access Security Brokers (CASB), is 
identified as a multi-capability tool that could help you drive consistent visibility, governance and enforcement.

• As the category is not new in the market, you initially consider simply buying one of the market-leading tools based on price.
• However, as you start digging deeper, you realize the following: different clients have different needs and priorities, as well as 

different SaaS vendors to cover, and not all CASBs necessarily provide the same breadth and depth of quality coverage.
• Cyber Arena can help you quickly compare candidate vendors against your specific needs, requirements, and the weight you 

put on each.

• Upon providing KPMG with a short list of vendors you want to consider (based on research you have done), we start by 
organizing a Demo Day, having each vendor present and demo their products against an identical environment and set of 
priority use cases, to select the most relevant one.

• Having further narrowed the list, an extensive Comparative POC is conducted using the specific SaaS tools you use or plan to 
use, based on a tailored requirements list.

Business Case Selecting a tool from a given category Security 
Categories Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) Cyber Arena 

Services
Demo Day,
Comparative POC
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Example 3: SaaS security across tools cont’d
Assessing 
the tools 
using Cyber 
Arena 
services

• Based on your currently used SaaS services and additional ones planned, a simulated environment is set up, including 
instances/tenants of those tools.

• Data mirroring capabilities are used to generate simulated representative data.
• Access to those include simulated, in-office HQ employees, work-from home employees who use corporate-issued laptops and 

VPNs, access from employees’ BYOD mobile devices and apps, and partners accessing the SaaS from outside your network.
• Test sets focus on Identity and access, authorization and authentication, data protection; as well as shadow IT detection.

Business Case Selecting a tool from a given category Security 
Categories Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) Cyber Arena 

Services
Demo Day,
Comparative POC

CRM

CASB BCASB A

Approved SaaS in use

Collaboration Project Mgmt HR Ticketing File Share

SaaS planned Non-sanctioned SaaS

CASB C Tools compared

Access scenarios
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Example 4: MDM for the new reality

Business
Context 

Why use 
Cyber 
Arena?

Selecting the 
appropriate 
Cyber Arena 
services

• Your company has evolved from in-office work only to remote work using VPNs, to corp-issued smartphones… before starting to 
pilot BYOD for mobile devices.

• COVID and work from home mandates have accelerated and increased the need for more flexible work options and access to 
devices.

• You are looking to modernize your MDM and device management.

• When using MDM, productivity and usability of users are paramount, as are admins’ controls and security, for different levels of 
managed devices and user access.

• Conducting pilots in production could be resource-intensive and lengthy on the one hand (to ensure coverage), yet constrained 
(to avoid productivity impact risks) on the other.

• Using a cloud-based simulated test lab allows you greater flexibility and coverage of test scenarios, including edge cases, with
less effort, coordination, change management, risks, constraints, and time spent.

• KPMG can work with you to conduct a comprehensive yet streamlined technology selection process, from Scouting (market 
research of options), through Shortlisting (basic lab test by KPMG to filter less-suitable vendors before consuming your team’s 
precious time), and finally to a POC (designed with you based on your requirements, with testing by KPMG subject matter 
experts).  

Business Case Tool refresh – new vendors + new  
versions of existing one

Security 
Categories

Mobile Device Management (MDM)   
extending to work-from-home

Cyber Arena 
Services Scouting, Shortlisting, POC
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Example 4: MDM for the new reality cont’d
Assessing 
the tools 
using the 
Cyber Arena 
services

• Special attention is paid to interviewing IT, security and business stakeholders to map out access use cases, expectations, 
management and security requirements.

• A representative set of company servers/services is simulated, including the files, email, intranet portal, servers, and SaaS used.
• Multiple devices are used from inside or outside that topology. 
• MDM tools/services are integrated into the test lab. Their assessment addresses several areas: management (set and push 

policies, rollout management, reporting, support, etc.);  security controls and their enforcement; end  users self-service setup and 
updates; and end users access to company resources.

Business Case Tool refresh – new vendors + new  
versions of existing one

Security 
Categories

Mobile Device Management (MDM)   
extending to work-from-home

Cyber Arena 
Services Scouting, Shortlisting, POC

MDM BMDM A

Company resources (on premises) Cloud-based resources

Tools compared

Access Devices

Admin 
capabilities

Access usability 
and productivity

Security 
enforcement

Self-service 
setup 
capabilities
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Example 5: Ransomware attack lessons… 

Business
Context 

Why use 
Cyber 
Arena?

Selecting the 
appropriate 
Cyber Arena 
services

• Your company experienced a ransomware attack.
• The KPMG Incident Response team was engaged to analyze, contain, remediate, and recover your environment.
• After the dust settles, you ask KPMG to conduct an holistic assessment of how you could prevent this from happening again.
• KPMG assigns a multi-disciplinary assessment  team (IR, defense, BCP) to prepare recommendations and a roadmap.

• The KPMG team recommends that, rather than relying on one defense only - which might be a single point of failure, or be 
bypassed - you implement a deep defense to prevent and detect (email security and endpoint security), contain (network 
segmentation using NAC) and recover quickly (robust backup) from attacks.

• This is top of mind for C-levels, and budgets are made available. Given the recent experience and high-visibility, you want to 
ensure as the CISO that the most suitable and effective tools are selected and deployed.

• Cyber Arena services can start from focused Scouting to identify potentially suitable vendors per required category; continue 
to a series Comparative POCs in each category to find the best fit; and finally design and test integrated solutions, including 
all layers and alerts that integrate into your SIEM, to ensure you can detect and respond swiftly based on effective sensors and
actionable insights you glean.

Business Case Solution to a threat/problem Security 
Categories

Set of tools in multiple categories: Email,
Endpoint, NAC, backup

Cyber Arena 
Services

Scouting, x POCs,
integrated POC
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Example 5: Ransomware attack lessons cont’d
Assessing 
the tools 
using the 
Cyber Arena 
services

• The Cyber Arena team spends time with your IT and Security teams to understand your environment: network topology, services 
and servers used, cloud resources, data stored and processed on each, and key users groups and roles. This valuable 
information helps them design a simulated test lab that mimics your environment.

• Multiple tests are run, each comparing tools in a required category. In each test, it is assumed the attack has bypassed or evaded 
the previous defense, and the test focuses on the next layer. For example, email security is tested first. Then, during an Endpoint 
Security test, we assume email security did not block the attack.

• After the most suitable tool is selected in each category, additional tests focus on the integrated ransomware solution, including 
feeding alerts to SIEM and assessing the visibility and control you would have.

Business Case Solution to a threat/problem Security 
Categories

Set of tools in multiple categories: Email,
Endpoint, NAC, backup

Cyber Arena 
Services

Scouting, x POCs,
integrated POC

EP
1E1

Email security Endpoint security NAC Backup 

E2
E3

EP
2EP

3

N1

N2

B1
B2

B3EP
4

E N BEP

SIEM/SOC

Comparative 
POC in each 
category

Integrated 
solution POC
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Example 6: Multiple healthcare CISOs

Business
Context 

Why use 
Cyber 
Arena?

Selecting the 
appropriate 
Cyber Arena 
services

• You are a member of an intimate group of healthcare provider CISOs in your country (representing large care providers such as
hospital chains and specialized clinics).

• At your periodic roundtable, moderated by a KPMG partner, it becomes clear that you share a common concern and priority area 
for next year:  securing your medical devices, many of which are now IP- or event internet connected, creating an exposed 
medical IOT environment. Securing it is complex, given the huge variety of manufacturers and devices on the market.

• Rather than researching and test solutions on your own, KPMG Cyber Arena allows you and your peers from similar 
organizations join forces and define requirements and use cases together, then jointly fund a comparative test using an 
extensive data set. The result: a more meaningful result, faster, easier, and more affordably.

• Cyber Arena services can start from focused Scouting to identify potentially suitable vendors given the key requirements and 
deployment architectures supported. 

• A Comparative POC can then be conducted against a simulated environment that you all agree represent yours reasonably 
well, using extensive data set and use cases lists to leverage contributions from all organizations involved.

Business Case Joint effort by multiple similar clients Security 
Categories Medical IOT security Cyber Arena 

Services Scouting, Comparative POC
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Example 6: Multiple healthcare CISOs cont’d

Assessing 
the tools 
using the 
Cyber Arena 
services

• The Cyber Arena team facilitates work sessions to discover main use cases, key requirements and constraints, and come up with
a proposed test lab design that represents yours reasonably well.

• Each organization contributes data sets such as recorded network traffic, logs, databases, etc.
• Since the original data sets might include sensitive operational data or PHI/PII regulated data, they are not uses as is. Instead, a 

data mirroring feature is used to analyze them at the source (in each organization) and generate a similar but different synthetic 
data set. Those non-sensitive yet meaningful-for-testing data sets are unified into a massive and diverse data set which is then
used to test all tools.  This allows for the coverage of many threat use cases and a very broad spectrum of manufacturers, 
devices, protocols and topologies, further substantiating the test results beyond what any organization could do on their own.

• Testing of candidate tools then starts against the defined criteria.

Business Case Joint effort by multiple similar clients Security 
Categories Medical IOT security Cyber Arena 

Services Scouting, Comparative POC

Org 1 Org 2 Org 3 Org 4 

P1 

P3

P2

Original 
data sets

Compared 
products

Org 5 

Simulated Network

Synthetic, unified  
data set

Inventory, visibility & 
detection testing  per 
requirements
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